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Summary
Many critical mechanical systems operate in a nonstationary regime (load), and many observed
symptoms of its condition depend in a some way on a system load and/or environmental conditions.
Hence the condition monitoring of a such systems ought to have some possibility of rescaling of
observed symptoms to a standard load condition. This paper shows such a possibility of a symptoms
rescaling in application to multidimensional vibration condition monitoring. It is shown on some real
example of vibration condition monitoring, that rescaling of symptoms can make more reliable the
assessment of current system condition, as well as its prognosis.
Key words: symptom observation matrix, multi fault observation, singular value decomposition (SVD),
symptom rescaling.

1. Introduction
The idea of multidimensional condition monitoring of critical machines, with the many
symptoms 4 concurrently observed and the application of singular value decomposition (SVD),
was formulated firstly in the paper [1]. Here the concept of symptom observation matrix
(SOM) was used in order to extract by SVD the new fault related generalized symptoms, or
fault indices. In the latest approach to multidimensional diagnostic observation, the principal
component analysis (PCA) is used to extract fault related information (see for example[12],
[13]). But in case of using PCA the small faults may be omitted due to the squaring effect of
singular values. The latest development of this concept using SVD is presented in the last papers
of the first author [2], [4]. In another development, it is known that some symptoms of
condition may depend on working and environmental condition of the machine, what was
described in some papers of the first author as logistic vector L concept [2,p59]. For the final
purpose of the machine diagnosis we need also some method of symptom limit value Sl
determination, what can be done by the use of symptom reliability concept [9]. But until now,
there was no common connection and application of these three concepts in machine condition
monitoring area.
As it was mentioned SVD method allows as to extract from the data of SOM, a few
generalized symptoms related to the main faults Fi(θ) evolving in operating machine. From the
other side, by means of symptom reliability R(S) [9], and generalized symptom life curve
obtained from SVD we can determine symptom limit value Sl. For machines working in
stationary load condition it is enough to design the condition monitoring system. But in case of
nonstationary operation we need to use the dependence of some symptoms on logistic vector
L(l,..), mainly on system load l in a first approach. Such is the main idea of this paper, and the
goal is to extend the applicability of above to the range of nonstationary operation of machines,
basing on existing programs and results of multidimensional condition monitoring.
2.Rescaling of symptoms in the symptom observation matrix
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Let us take into consideration Spn one of the component of the observation vector S of the
symptom observation matrix, having the ordering number n. It is known already that some
diagnostic symptoms exhibits sensitivity to the value of logistic vector L, hence its
observation made in the life time θp will depend on both variables, namely; Spn(θp, Lp).
If we know the standard value of the operational load lo , where the most of the observations
has been made, we can perform the symptom rescaling operation. By means of Taylor series
expansion in the vicinity of normative load lo , and assuming the load deviation Δlp at the life
time θp , one can get the approximation as below
S pn (θ p , L p ) = S pn [θ p , L o (1 +

ΔL p
ΔL p
)] ≅ (1 +
) S pn (θ p , L o )
Lo
Lo

,

(1)

what is equivalent in a first approach to multiplicative influence of the logistic vector on the
observed symptom value.
In this way, intending to bring n-th observation to the condition with standard load lo, it
means to the rescaled value Spn(θp,lo), we should multiply it by the reverse rescaling coefficient
taken from (1) in the form
l p = (1 +

Δlp
lo

) −1

.

(2)

It means, that for positive value of the load increment Δl> 0 with respect to standard load lo we
should divide it by the coefficient greater than one. And vice versa, for the negative increment
of the load (Δl < 0 - decreased load) at the time of symptom observation we should divide it by
the coefficient less than one.
So much if we concern with rescaling of one symptom S only. Assuming now that the
similar behavior can be a property of other symptoms 5 (columns) in SOM, we can use (in the
first approach) the same coefficient for all observations taken in a time θp , it means to the
whole row p of SOM.
Let us assume now that our matrix notation will be the same as in a previous papers (see for
example[2]), with the SOM denoted as Opr = [Smn] . This notation means; with the maximal
number of rows p, with current row number (observation) 1, …m, and the number of symptoms
r (columns), succeeding from; 1,…n. Hence, doing now rescaling of SOM, we should multiply
the whole row of the matrix by rescaling coefficient (2). It follows from the matrix calculus
[5,p26], that it should be done by left hand side multiplication (∗) of the diagonal rescaling
matrix having, a rank equal to number of rows of current dimension (m) of SOM matrix. In the
light of the above, the rescaling operation of SOM to the standard load condition lo can be done
as below
R

, m=(1,p),
(3)
where the left hand side superscript R means rescaling, and a square bracket over matrices
means current making of rescaling operation by the matrix Lmn. In the most general case the
logistic rescaling matrix can have different multiplying coefficient for every row, as below
O pr = L pp ∗ O pr = [ Lmm ] ∗ [ S mn ]

Lmm = Diag (1 +Δlm / lo), m = (1,p),

(4)

and if the rescaling operation for the given row is not needed, then the respective row in the
logistic matrix becomes unity.
It seems to be reasonable, that the same concept of rescaling can be applied to another
components of a logistic vector L, coming from the environment for example. Just to remind,
that for the machines the components of L can also describe another different features such as
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the quality of design, the quality of production, quality of maintenance, index of foundation
stiffness, and other (see for example [6]). The same can be done to variable environmental
conditions, such as the gust of the wind in aerogenerator, the immersion and the pitch of the
ship, etc. It is obvious now, that rescaling concept can be used not only to the load l of machine,
and environmental conditions, but also for the quality o maintenance operations, where one can
make rescaling of initial machine observations in SOM, just after its start up.
3. Fault information extraction and interpretation of rescaled symptom observation
matrix
Just to remind ourselves, we are observing the condition of complex mechanical system,
which can exhibit its wearing processes by means of a few dominating faults 6 , described by
generalized symptoms Ft(θ), (t=1,2,...). Trying to catch and describe this multidimensional
degradation process of the machine we observe multidimensional symptom space by means of
symptom observation vector S, and the successive life time realizations of this vector for θn
(n=1 2, ...) gives us SOM. As we have mentioned already, the best method to extract these
information from rectangular SOM is the application of singular value decomposition (SVD),
similar to the older method principal component analysis (PCA), (for example [12]). It is good
to know that, the last one is less sensitive to small energy components of SOM due to matrix
multiplication inherent by definition in PCA [6]. In our previous papers the original SOM was
transformed column wise by centering and normalizing to the initial value (θ=0) of each
symptom (column). Hence our rescaled SOM can be written now as below;
S
R
Opr = Lpp ∗ Opr = [Lpp ]∗[Snm],
Snm = nm − 1 ,
(5)
S0m
where the bold letters means primary measured symptom values before its transformation.
The SVD procedure for any rectangular matrix gives us left hand and right hand side
singular vectors Ui , Vi , and singular values σi , as below [7], [8];
R

Opr = Upp * Σpr * VrrT,

(T- transposed matrix ) ,

(6)

Where Upp square matrix of left hand side singular vectors, and Vrr square matrix of right hand
side singular vectors, and Σpr diagonal matrix of singular values as below;
Σpr = Diag ( σ1, …, σl ), and σ1 > σ2 >…> σu >0,
σu+1 =… σl =0, l= max (p, r), u = min ( p, r).

(7)

The diagnostic interpretation of SVD method elaborated so far in some papers leads us to two
quantities obtained from the above. The generalized fault symptom of order t which shows the
life time profile of this fault Pt (θ);
SDt = ROpr * vt = σt ⋅ ut ∼ Pt (θ) , t = 1, ...,u.

(8)

The second quantity is the energy norm of the above, so it can represent the cumulative
advancement of given generalized fault
Norm (SDt) ≡⎜⎜SDt ⎜⎜= σt. ∼ Ft (θ) , t = 1, ...,u.

(9)
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Of course, when tracing the fault evolution in the operating machine, both quantities will
depend on a life time of the system θ, so we will have; SDt(θ) and σt (θ). Finally, it seems to be
good to
monitor cumulative wear, so the advancement of all generalized faults Ft (θ) in a machine, by
means of summation quantities (8) as given below;
z

z

i =1

i =1

SumSDi(θ ) = ∑ SDi (θ ) = ∑σ i (θ ) ⋅ ui (θ ) = P(θ ) ,
Sum σ i (θ ) =

z

z

∑ σ (θ ) ~ ∑ F (θ )
i =1

i

i =1

i

= F (θ ) .

(10)
(11)

As it was shown in [4] such interpretation of generalized fault indices in operating system
obtained by SVD seems to be correct, what allows us to use symptom reliability concept R(S)
for determination of generalized symptom life curve Su(θ) and symptom limit value Sl .
Adding now rescaling capabilities to the above theory and related diagnostic programs, we will
try to establish the validity and applicability of rescaling concept as below.

4. Symptom rescaling in condition monitoring of nonstationary machines
One of the critical activity in deep mining is the ventilation of shafts carried out by
continuous running of huge fans, with mass of the rotor of several tones. But due to the
unpredictable nature of the mining activity, the demand for the air is unstable, influences
strongly the vibration amplitudes measured by vibration condition monitoring subsystem.
Beside that, the vibration condition monitoring was implemented in several fans of one Polish
cooper mine, as it gives some additional insight into the rotor unbalance as the fault No 1, and
the condition of the slide bearings as the fault No 2. On each fan five vibrational symptoms
have been measured once a week, but with no information on the motor driving power, or air
flow demand and load l.
As symptoms of condition, the radial vibration velocity of two bearings, has been
taken as all pass quantities, and additionally they were filtered with rotational and blade
frequencies, and also overall vibration velocity reading of the fan foundation were used. This
gives altogether five symptoms of condition, plus linear life time measure, as the base for
creation of symptom observation matrix (SOM). These observations were treated by special
software (pcainfo.m), based on SVD as above, and written in Matlab® environment. The results
of introductory application of this software, without rescaling are shown on Figure 1 containing
four pictures.
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Fig. 1. Multi symptom vibration condition monitoring of a huge fan used to supply air into the
deep mining shaft, and the results of SVD performed on SOM.
As for now, there is no measurement of air flow (L), or momentary power of electric
motors driving the fans. Hence, there is instability in some vibration readings, as it can be seen
from picture upper left of Fig. 1, where symptom observation matrix (SOM) is graphically
presented along 32 weeks life time θ. The upper right picture gives us the percent of information
amounts for the extracted independent components (σI ) contained in SOM, what is equivalent
to information distribution of independent generalized faults. The profiles of these faults Pt (θ),
t=1,2,3, and the summation generalized symptom SumSDi, calculated according formulae (8) –
(10), are shown on the lower left picture of Fig.1.
Comparing now the upper and the lower left pictures of (Fig.1) one can notice that SVD
decomposition stabilizes the course of generalized symptoms (left bottom picture), because SDi
oscillation due to air flow variability are much smaller than the primary one. From the picture
top right one can notice two independent information on evolving faults, probably the rotor
unbalance and slide bearing deterioration. Hence, one can conclude, that multidimensional
symptom observation can lead us to much better condition assessment than by means of one
symptom only. And the best generalized symptom for further condition assessment seems to be
the upper curve and the second one on the bottom left picture, what corresponds in our
calculation to summation quantity SumSDi , and the first generalized fault SD1 .
As there was no rescaling in all calculations of Fig.1, let us assume, that the first
observation of our symptom vector (first row of SOM) was performed during the high demand
of air in the ventilation system, so during Δl > 0. Corresponding rescaling coefficient (2) must
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be less than one, and the rest of the observations in SOM we leave unchanged. Due to this
assumption, our rescaling diagonal matrix will be: Lpp =Diag( 0.9;1;1;....).
Following this change in SOM let us perform all calculations again by means of similar
software with rescaling, namely pcainfo3.m The results of such calculations are presented on
Fig.2, where one can notice, that every of four pictures has some relevant change. The left upper
picture presents much smaller oscillations than previously (Fig.1), there are less negative value
symptom (negative after standardization of column), and the information amount prescribed to
generalized fault No 1 has grown up almost to 60%. One can notice much more on the picture
lower left, where almost all oscillations of previously negative generalized symptom has
changed to positive valued, and the dynamics of summation generalized symptom SumSDi and
the first one SD1 , is much larger than before. In a similar way one can observe the increase of
dynamics for a symptoms Sumσi and σI .

Fig. 2. Data the same as on Fig 1, but with rescaling of the first raw of SOM, with rescaling
matrix: Lpp=Diag(0.9;1;1...).
Considering once more the oscillations of symptom values in case without rescaling
(Fig. 1 upper left) one can find, that these oscillations have larger amplitudes after observation
No 20, having large maximal and minimal values. This may mean that primary cause of this
vibration instability was the change of the fan load. Let us take this observation into account and
change the respective rescaling coefficients, this time increasing them up to lp = 1.1. Hence in
the next approach we will put this rescaling coefficient into the rows of SOM No; 23; 26; 30;
31; 32, together with the lp = 0.9 for the first observation, as before. The results of a such
recalculations with above defined rescaling matrix are shown on Fig. 3.
Comparing now the results of latest calculations (Fig. 2), with unmodified case of Fig. 1,
one can notice successive decrease in symptom oscillations, and the increase of the dynamics of
generalized symptoms SumSDi and SD1 . What is more to notice here, it is increase of
information contribution of the main component σ1 up to 60%, and the increase in the
dynamics of generalized symptoms Sumσi and σi , up to the value of 10. Concluding this
positive change in the life course of generalized symptoms one can suppose, that by the
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rescaling operation of symptom values it is possible to decrease symptom variability, making
them more monotonic, like in case of continuous running with the same system load. Also, by
the same rescaling operation one can increase the dynamics of the generalized fault symptoms.
Maybe the same is true for the generalized symptom life curve.
It is worthwhile to analyze more the influence of rescaling, in particular the influence on
the quantities shaping the final maintenance and operational go / no go decisions. The key
quantity is here symptom limit value Sl calculated from generalized fault symptoms SD1 or
SumSD1. As it was mentioned during introduction, this quantity can be calculated using the
concept of symptom reliability R(S) [9]. This quantity can be calculated continuously by the
software of pcainfo3.m, and on the Fig. 4 one can find the coarse of symptom limit value Sl for
the above shown cases of the fan sier1, marked here as case1 till case 3. This means that case 1
is without rescaling , and case 2 and 3 concerns respectively Fig. 2 and 3.

Fig.3. Multidimensional CM of a huge fan as on Fig 1 and 2 but with another rescaling Lpp;
for the observations No: (1)=0.9; (23)=1.1; (26)=1.1; (30-32)=1.1.
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Fig. 4. Rescaling influence on the value and the life coarse of symptom limit value Sl
calculations,
for the generalized fault symptom of the fan sier1 according to different rescaling as on Fig.1
(case 1) up to Fig. 3 (case 3).
One can conclude from the Sl coarse of Fig. 4, that slight rescaling modification as for
the case 2 gives almost no change in Sl , but rescaling of several symptom observation as in
case 3 give the change of the coarse and the value of the symptom limit value Sl .
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Fig. 5. Overall and partial (SD1) sensitivity of information contribution of primary
measured symptoms to rescaling operation as in case 1 to case 3.
The last question in investigating the rescaling influence to vibration condition
monitoring, is the sensitivity of this operation to the relative symptom information contribution
mainly; overall contribution to the total information resource in SOM, and information
contribution to the first generalized fault symptom SD1 . This question is shown on Fig. 5 in a
synthetic manner as the differences between: cases 2 - case 1, and case 3 - case 1. One can see
from the fig. 5 upper picture, that the overall information resource of SOM do not change
almost in response to symptom rescaling, and the same concerns to the first generalized fault
9

symptom SD1 , where the maximal difference is 0.075 of its primary information contribution.
This small change is quite visible on the lower part of Fig. 5.
This is all what can be said at this introductory stage of the development of this concept
concerning the symptom rescaling in multidimensional condition monitoring, and its influence
on some decisive quantities. The more can be said when we will have sensor data concerning
the change of the machine load and / or environmental conditions described by a logistic vector
L. But of course the presented idea of symptom rescaling has some limitations and it does not
give the cure for all unstable and noisy symptom readings in the practice of vibration condition
monitoring.

5. Conclusions
It follows from the above consideration, supported by the real condition monitoring data,
that the idea of rescaling of SOM in multidimensional condition monitoring seems to be sound
and practical in application to some real critical machine with unstable loading. It was shown,
that primary unstable symptoms with much oscillations are more stable after application of
SVD, and much more monotonic with greater dynamics, when rescaling of some observation
was in use. Also, the influence of rescaling to the assessment of symptom limit value Sl is not a
large. Hence, having some sensor of machine load in our condition monitoring subsystem, we
can use it and learn iteratively how to calculate rescaling coefficients for every case of symptom
observation, in a non standard load or environment condition. Next problem we should solve
here is the definition of the main criterion for rescaling; it may be not only the stable life course
of generalized fault symptoms SD1 , as it was above. We can use also as a criterion the stable
value of symptom limit value Sl , or the emergence of next generalized fault SD2 , and the other
quantity particular to the given object. It seems to be worthwhile to consider these questions
designing new implementation of condition monitoring subsystem to some critical machinery.
But this must be done separately for the given machine type and the case of implementation.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Multi symptom vibration condition monitoring of a huge fan used to supply air into the
deep mining shaft, and the results of SVD performed on SOM.
Fig. 2. Data the same as on Fig 1, but with rescaling of the first raw of SOM, with rescaling
matrix: Lpp=Diag(0.9;1;1...).
Fig.3. Multidimensional CM of a huge fan as on Fig 1 and 2 but with another rescaling Lpp;
for the observations No: (1)=0.9; (23)=1.1; (26)=1.1; (30-32)=1.1.
Fig. 4. Rescaling influence on the value and the life coarse of symptom limit value Sl
calculations,
for the generalized fault symptom of the fan sier1 according to different rescaling as on Fig.1
(case 1) up to Fig. 3 (case 3).
Fig. 5. Overall and partial (SD1) sensitivity of information contribution of primary measured
symptoms to rescaling operation as in case 1 to case 3.
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